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Equities: The main equity indices in Europe are flat to marginally higher
on Thursday morning ahead of the ECB monetary policy release in the
early afternoon. 
Markets on the continent have received a positive handover from Wall
Street and Asian equities this morning. A pullback in Treasury yields
helped interest-sensitive growth stocks close substantially higher on
Wednesday, the Nasdaq100 index finished the session over 2% higher.
Any gains later today may be limited as geopolitical risks continue to cap
market optimism. Ukraine yesterday warned of an expected ramped up
Russian assault in the east of the country. Most markets in Europe will
close for a 4-day weekend, and the US will close for 3 days starting
tomorrow. VIX is slightly lower at $21.70 on Thursday.

Safe-havens: Sovereign bond yields have edged lower in the US and Europe
over recent days, taking a breather after what has been a rapid move to the
upside throughout March and the beginning of April. Bond markets have spent
this time pricing in a further spike higher in inflation this year as a direct result
of the Russian invasion of Ukraine - a move which brought the US 10yr to a
high of 2.83% this week and the German and UK 10yr bonds to 0.877% and
1.90% respectively.
Gold has moved higher on the week, despite its 0.75% move lower on
Thursday morning to $1,970.

Looking ahead: The main event of the day will be the European Central
Bank's release at 12:45pm, followed by ECB President Christine Lagarde's
press conference at 1:30pm. US monthly Retail Sales for March is also due this
afternoon and is forecast at 0.6% m/m versus the previous 0.3%.
Most major stock markets, including in the US, UK, and Germany will be shut in
observance of Good Friday tomorrow, with Europe remaining closed for Easter
Monday also.
Later today we will hear earnings results from the likes of Wells Fargo,
Goldman Sachs, CitiGroup, Morgan Stanley, and UnitedHealth.

Currencies: The Dollar has moved slightly lower yesterday and today,
likely driven by the small pullback in US Treasury yields and uptick in US
risk assets. The Dollar index is 0.3% weaker at the time of writing and
currently trading at 99.63. We note the index touched a near-two-year
high earlier this week around 100.51. Euro pairs may see some
heightened volatility this afternoon following the ECB meeting.

The European Central Bank meeting today caps the shortened week ahead of
the Easter holidays - the ECB will release its usual rate statement at 12:45
which will be followed 45 minutes later by a press conference held by
President Christine Lagarde. 
The ECB is expected by investors to maintain its speedier withdrawal of
stimulus as it prioritizes relentless inflation over growing risks to the
continent's economy from the war in Ukraine. The bank is due to end its asset
purchases in the third quarter of this year. The conclusion of asset purchases
will be key to determining when the ECB deposit rate may be lifted from -0.5%,
where it has been since 2019. Under the agreed sequence, borrowing costs
will only increase after bond-buying ends, so stopping sooner in the third
quarter could possibly open the door to a hike in September.
We expect the ECB's Governing Council to once again hold off on making any
major decisions today, given the ongoing nature of the war. The central bank's
next meeting, on June 6th, will provide us with updated economic projections
for the Eurozone. These new forecasts in June will shed more light on the
implications of Russia's invasion, and will likely determine the ECB's next
monetary policy steps.
Markets will be watching to see how Christine Lagarde responds to questions
on Ukraine and surging energy prices and inflation as a result of the war. 

ECB Today

We saw mixed results from BlackRock and JP Morgan who kicked off the Q1
earnings season yesterday - a quarter that was forecast to see a slowdown in
banking profits mostly due to reduced deal-making activity.
BlackRock, the world's largest money manager, saw adjusted net income hit
$1.46 billion in the first quarter, 18% higher vs Q1 of 2021 and ahead of
analysts' estimates for $1.35b. Chief executive Larry Fink commented that the
group had received "positive inflows across all product types, investment styles
and regions." BlackRock generated $114b worth of net inflows in the Jan-March
period, beating consensus forecasts for $96b.
Conversely, JP Morgan saw weaker profits during Q1, led by a decline in deal-
making, an increase in reserves to protect against a future recession, and a
$524m loss suffered amid market volatility caused by the war. The investment
bank saw net income come in at $8.28b (vs $8.54b expected) in the quarter,
down 42% y/y. 
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14/04/2022 - ECB Rate Decision
14/04/2022 - US Retail Sales
15/04/2022 - Good Friday
18/04/2022 - Easter Monday
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